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1 - Introduction

Screen-Serve video distributors provide professional quality RGB and Composite Video (CV) signal
distribution from one or two video sources to many display devices such as large screen television
sets, plasma and LCD screens and CRT monitors. Connections from the screenserve units to the
display devices use standard SCART cables. The principal application is in retail stores, exhibitions,
trade shows or any place requiring dispatch of one or two programs to a large number of display
devices.

There is two principal screen-serve units :

SS-10 Master
This unit accepts two input sources, each providing direct buffered output. It has twogroups of five
selectable outputs. Either of the two input sources can be sent to any of the twooutput groups by
front-panel control buttons or optional remote control devices.

SS-20 Slave
This unit has two user-selectable modes :

- One input source is distributed to all ten outputs

- Two input sources are connected and each is distributed to a group of five outputs

The SS-20 can be operated in a stand-alone configuration for smaller installations where source
selection is not required. It can also be driven from an output of the SS-10 Master.

All outputs have their own, individual 4-channel, wideband video amplifiers to insure total protection
from interaction between display devices. Using the optional remote control feature it is also possible
to switch between RGB+S and composite video (CV) output to either of the two SS-10 output
groups. The viewer can see the difference between to RGB and CV versions of the same images.

Both theSS-10 andSS-20 arepoweredby anexternallinearmainspowersupply,thePS12-2x500. ABoth theSS-10 andSS-20 arepoweredby anexternallinearmainspowersupply,thePS12-2x500. A
2M (6.5’) power supply cable and the mains power cable are included.

An RJ-45 remote control connector on the front panel of the SS-10 allows the device to be controlled
by either :

- a wired remote control (SS-WRV)

- a UHF radio remote control consisting of one SS-RCRX receiver and one or several SS-RTX
transmitters

- an I/R remote control consisting of one SS-RCRX receiver and one or several SS-IRTX
transmitters.

The remote control interface is simple and lends itself to user-developed control systems.

Both the SS-10 and SS-20 are supplied with mounting brackets that can be fixed to either the front or
rear of the case allowing either wall/panel mounting or standard 19’’-rack mounting.

2 - System Design

The principal criteria that determine system design are as follows :

- one, two or more video sources ?

- is source selection required ?

- how many display devices ?

- physical location of the display devices ?

- is remote control required



The following guidelines should be helpful in determining the system configuration :

- If only a single video source (or several video sources passing through an external source selector) 
are to be used, one or several SS-20 slave units may be the best solution with no need for an SS-10 
Master. Keep in mind that at least one SS-10 must be used if remote control is required.

- Each display device requires its own screen-serve output. Furthermore, star or serial connection of 
the screen-serve units will also consume some of the outputs. In general, it is better to have as few 
screen serve units in the signal path as each unit will pass the signal through an amplifier. Despite 
these amplifiers being of the best quality, successive stages of amplification should be avoided.

- All screen-serve amplifiers have unity gain so regardless of the number of amplifications, the signal 
level will not be changed.

- If either RGB-CV switching or source selection is required at least one SS-10 Master and one 
remote control device is required.

- Cable length will attenuate signal amplitude but cable quality is surely the biggest single factor in 
determining how long the cable can be before video degradation occurs. A good quality SCART 
cable can generally provide adequate performance at distances of 15 to 20 M (50 to 66’). For longer 
runs, individual, low-loss coaxial cable is recommended. 

- It should be understood that the direct output signal of each of the two input sources is identical to 
the input and is not influenced by source selection or RGB/CV setting. On the other hand, the two 
output groups (channels 1-5 and channels 6-10) will follow the user selection of source selection and 
RGB-CV selection. All output signals of the SS-20 slave are identical to their respective inputs. 

3 - Connections

- Using standard, fully-wired SCART cables, connect to video sources and display devices to the 
screen-serve units. Be aware that not all SCART cable contain the necessary connections for RGB screen-serve units. Be aware that not all SCART cable contain the necessary connections for RGB 
video. Also not all SCART cables use coaxial cables fot thee video signal. Both of these types of 
SCART cables are to be avoided.

- Connect the PS12-2x500 mains power supply to the screen-serve unit using the supplied 3-
conductor cable and to the mains supply using the supplied mains cable. The green LED on the 
PS12-2x500 power supply and on the front panel of the screen-serve unit should now be on.

- If a remote control device is to be used connect it to the RJ-45 Remote Control connector on the 
SS-10 Master using a standard pin-to-pin RJ-45, 8-conductor cable. A 2M (6’6’’) cable is provided 
with the remote control receiver but a longer cable can be used if required. Power is supplied from 
the SS-10 Master to the remote control receiver by the RJ-45 cable.

4 - Selection

- SS-10 Master

• Using the push buttons located on the front panel the sources can be sent to one or both of 
the two 5-channel output groups. A LED next to each button indicates the source selected to 
each output group.

• Using a remote control device, either RGB or VC is sent to each of the two output groups. 
Separate control is provided for each group. Please read the details of this subject in para. 5 
below.



- SS-20 Slave

• Using the slider switch on the front panel, the unit will select either of the two modes :

- 1 IN/10 OUT : A signal connected to the source B input will be sent to all ten 
outputs. In this mode the source A Input and Output are note used.

- 2 IN/2x5 OUT : A signal connected to the source A input is sent to Channel 6-10 
output group. A signal connected to the source B input is sent to the Channel 1-5 
output group. As always, the direct output of sources A and B is sent to their 
respective direct outputs.

5 - RGB/CV Switching

Switching between these two types of video signals is accomplished, in accordance with the SCART 
standard by setting the voltage on two of the SCART pins. There are two reasons why this switching 
will not operate :

- The video source must contain a composite signal on the pin also used for the composite sync 
signal. This is generally the case for consumer electronics products. Professional video product may 
contain only the composite sync signal but not CV information and this will produce a black screen.

- The display device may not be able to conform to the SCART switching instructions. For example, 
most video projectors have separate RGB and CV inputs which would not be compatible with 
SCART switching.

6 - Physical Installation

- The mounting brackets when fixed to the front of screen-serve allowing standard 19’’ rack 
mounting. When fixed to the rear, the cabinet can be wall or panel mounted.

- Care should taken to not cover the ventilation grills of the PS12-2x500 Power Supply units as this 
will cause the to over-heat. These units should not be stacked or placed on their side or placed on a 
heated surface.

7 - Remote Control (Optional)

- Wired Remote Control SS-WRC
This remote control requires a standard RJ-45 cable between the remote control and the SS-10 
Master remote control connector. A 5-M (16’) cable is supplied but this can be extended to 25M 
(83’). The green and blue buttons have the same function as the same buttons on the SS10 Master 
front panel. The two slider switches select RGB or CV outputs from the two output groups 1-*5 and 
6-10.

- UHF Radio remote control SS-RRC
A remote control receiver (SS-RRX) is connected by a standard RJ-45 cable (supplied) to the remote 
control connector on the front panel of the SS-10 Master front Panel causing the green LED on the 
SS-RRX to light. The commands are sent from an SS-RTX transmitter via radio waves to the 
receiver. The green and blue buttons have the same functions as on the front panel of the SS-10 
Master front panel. The grey buttons select either RGB or CV outputs from the two output groups.
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7 - Technical Specifications

SS-10 Master SS-20 Slave

Inputs 2 2

Outputs

- Direct 2 2

- Switchable 2 Groups of 5 2 Groups of 5

Video

- Input Impedance 75 Ω 75 Ω

- Output Impedance 75 Ω 75 Ω

- Max Input Level 2Vpp 2Vpp

- Max Output Level 2Vpp 2Vpp

- Gain 0dB 0dB

- Bandwidth (3dB) 30MHz 30MHz

- Signal/Noise Ratio dB dB

- Phase Error

- Input Switching 2 -

- Output Switching 2 Groups of 5 2 Groups of 5

- Video Standards PAL/NTSC/SECAM PAL/SECAM/NTSC

Dimensions :  MM

Mass :  Grs

Case : shielded ABS, front and rear panels in anodized aluminum

Operating temperature range : 0° to 40° C (32 to 104°F)

Storage temperature range : -20° to 60° C (-4 to 140°F)

Power Supply Requirements : +/-12Vdc, 400mA +/- 12Vdc, 350mA


